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Track List   
 
Junction 
Find An Out 
Across The Tracks 
Golden Lady 
It’s In There Somewhere 
What’s Next 
Lost Inside Her Smile 
Cab Fare 
Written In The Dark 
Traffic 
Jiggle The Handle 
Kay’s Lament 
Coming Back Around 
  
 
Overview 
 
Award winning, original Mid-Atlantic 
Contemporary jazz pioneers, The Richard 
Walton Group, release their 4th original 
music CD, "Junction". This is actually 
the group’s first studio CD release in 6 
years; after releasing a highly successful 
“Live at Blues Alley” enhanced CD a 
short time ago. Richard has released 8 
CD’s of original music to date; his first 
mostly instrumental CD “Savannah 
Blue” reaching the U.S. contemporary 
jazz airwaves during the early 1990’s 
(when the radio format first existed). 
Since then, Walton formed an ensemble 
to begin a creative environment for all of 
his group members; therefore originating 
a identifiable sound, mixing elements of 
jazz, Latin, Brazilian, rock, pop, fusion,  
rhythm & blues.  
 
 
 

 
 
The Richard Walton Group 
Junction    
 
Notlaw Music 3000 
Compact Disc List Price  $14.98  
 
 
Musicians & Credits 
 
“Junction” is a combined effort; with all 
group members contributing with 
composition and arrangements. Richard 
handles the production & bass guitar 
duties, along with group members David 
Meer (co-founder and rhythm guitarist), 
Eric Robertson (drums), Andrew 
Davidsen (lead guitars), Mitchell 
Shaivitz (percussion) & Jacob Yoffee 
(saxophones). John Grant at Secret 
Sound Studios provides the stellar mixes 
and help with production. The other 
talented players on “Junction”  include 
keyboardists Tom Alonso & David Bach, 
guitarist/songwriter Joe Spatarella, 
saxophonist Dave Krug, guitarist John 
Grant & original Crack The Sky  
Co-founder & guitarist Rick Witkowski.  
 
 
Performances 
 
The Richard Walton Group, with new 
members Michael Bronson, Mike 
Gottleib and Tecla Walton, continues to 
perform throughout Mid-Atlantic region. 
Plans will include performing at jazz 
functions, restaurants, cafes, corporate 
functions, festivals, listening rooms, 
churches, weddings and concerts. Walton 
also performs with violin virtuoso Tecla 
Walton and percussionist Kevin Doxzen 
in their new acoustic-based project, 
Straight On Red, to promote his latest 
vocal CD “Vessel”.  As in the past, 
Walton will also continue to work steadily 
as a solo acoustic artist. 
 
Website: www.notlaw.com or contact 
Notlaw Music toll free at 1-877-302-7492 
 


